
 

 
 
Scientific and technical innovation is rapidly being developedprogressing in the today’s modern 
world today, aiming to make people’s liveslife more convenient. One brand of newnovel 
products is self-driving vehicles, which will likely dominate the future car market. It is my firm 
belief that although driverless vehicles will offer some decided advantages, these will be 
outweighed by the disadvantages. 
 
In my opinion, developing driverless vehicles into becoming the dominantting trend for future 
transportation does have the advantage of providing more convenience for passengers. In the 
future, people will no longer have to spend months struggling to learn how to drive, and there 
will also be no need to worry about passing examinations to obtain a driver’s license. 
Additionally, having a self-driving car saves more the owner time for the owner. For instance, 
current traffic jams in major cities could often last for hours. While the car is being lodged in 
traffic and inching forward, the driver usually cannot do anything, except for must keeping their 
eyes on the road and inching along. In the future with driverless vehicles, however, the 
passenger will be free to use these hours for completing other tasks, for instance,such as 
completing unfinished reports from work, or simply relaxing. 
 
Even though driverless cars possess legitimate will have their advantages, I still believe they will 
bring more greater disadvantages. First of all, the safety of passengers will be under less 
assurancethere are increased safety concerns. If the automated vehicle in question obtains has 
a glitch in its control system, then passengers will be powerless to prevent an accident, since 
they will may have no way of or time to takeing control of the vehicle. For example, if the 
vehicle is driving itself along a mountain road in a sparsely-inhabited area, and the system is 
suddenly invaded infected by a virus, then even if the passengers survive the a crash, assistance 
might only be able to arrive after several hours. Furthermore, driverless vehicles will completely 
obliterate jeopardize the career prospects for of future driversjobs related to driving. Bus 
drivers, truck drivers, and taxi drivers all around the world will be gradually deprived of their 
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jobs, since they will no longer be needed as driverless vehicles take overbecome 
ubiquitous/pervasive/more common. 
 
In conclusion, the advantages of driverless vehicles include making people’s livesthe average 
citizen’s life more convenient, in terms of saving moreconserving time and effort. However, 
these are far outweighed by the disadvantages, regarding passengers’ safety and less fewer job 
opportunities. 
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